Cloud Security
Management
Service Description
Why Fordway?

Why you need this?

Fordway offers over 30 years’
experience advising and delivering
strategic IT infrastructure and IT
service delivery change to complex
enterprises.

With threats to organisational security on the rise and the attack
methods getting more and more complex, it is essential for all
businesses to have a comprehensive security and protection toolkit
available.

Fordway’s consultancy helps inform
your strategy and review the options
relevant for your organisation.
Our advice will be aligned to your
business requirements. .
We can then assist with the
ongoing migrations, operational
management and optimisation of
the resulting cloud service, based
on best practice defined by the ITIL
service management framework.

With both the Internet crimes reported growing (over 2.2 million
complaints in the past five years, one third in 2020) and the types of
attack being more and more prolific (500,000 Zoom passwords were
sold in April 2020, 68% of SMB’s stating their employees have lost/
stolen passwords), A cohesive strategy linking together all aspects
of security aligned with expertise to operate them without being
deluged in security issues is necessary.
Fordway’s Cloud Security Management can monitor and operate
complete cloud security solutions across the breadth of tools
available, yet tailor it exactly to meet any requirements. Fordway has
the in-depth security expertise to review, configure and operate all
the tools necessary. Enabling an organisation to get on with BAU,
protected from potential threats.

bles organisations to realise the true value of their M365
investment.

Secure IT the right way. Fordway.
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What Fordway provide
Fordway have a range of services based around providing complete security across the entire
breadth of solutions any organisation may have. There are four main areas that Fordway’s Cloud
Security Management assist with:
1. Managed Security for Microsoft 365
2. Managed Security for Microsoft Azure
3. Managed Security for On-premise environments
4. Managed Security for non-Microsoft cloud services and products
Fordway’s Cloud Security Management provides 24 x 7 x 365 monitoring, analysis and response
services for the following:
M365 Defender for Endpoint (Plan 2)
Fordway will monitor, investigate, contain, and resolve incidents identified by Defender for
Endpoint including:
• Malware detection for zero-day threats
• Manage and leverage the integration between Defender for Endpoint, Defender for Cloud Apps,
Defender for Identity and Defender for Office 365
• Use software inventories to assist with prioritising unmanaged software patching
• Leverage Intune integration to provide security baseline and hardening recommendations
M365 Defender for Office 365
Fordway will monitor, investigate, contain, and resolve incidents in the Office 365 environment
categorised as threat management that includes:
• Suspicious email sending patterns
• Email messages containing malware removed after delivery
• Malware campaigns detected and blocked
• Email reported by a user as malware or phishing
• Quarterly Phishing Campaigns, with the ability to direct users to follow-up training and
guidance material
• Quarterly review of Advanced Anti-Phishing policy
• Incident Analyses
• Provide Threat Tracking Reports
M365 Defender for Identity
Fordway will setup, monitor and manage your Defender for Identity environment providing:
• User behaviour and activities
• Protect user identities
• Identify suspicious activities and advanced attacks across the cyber-attack kill-chain
• Perform reconnaissance to identify rogue activity
• Identify compromised credential information post attacks
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M365 Defender for Cloud Apps
Fordway will setup and assess the usage of your cloud apps against approved cloud services,
preventing data leaks to non-compliant apps and limit access to unauthorised services.
Fordway will:
•
•
•
•
•

Setup and manage alerts
Provide a monthly report on cloud app usage including MS risky application scoring
Customer alerting for all services once an approved list agreed
Provide a monthly report of all users who have cloud app integrations setup
Reporting on who has authorised access to your Office 365 tenant

Azure Advanced Security Service
Azure Security Centre
•
We will monitor alerts raised in the ASC portal
•
Agreed alerts will be sent to our 24x7 monitoring team to be actioned
•
Monthly review of Security Score
•
Management of Security Policies
•
Management of Azure Defender alerts - 5 maximum
•
Workflow automation
Defender products reporting into Azure Security Centre
•
Azure Defender for servers
•
Azure Defender for App Service
•
Azure Defender for Storage
•
Azure Defender for SQL
•
Azure Defender for Kubernetes
•
Azure Defender for container registries
•
Azure Defender for Key Vault
•
Azure Defender for Resource Manager
•
Azure Defender for DNS
•
Azure Defender for open-source relational databases
M365 Cloud App Security
Fordway will setup and assess the usage of your cloud apps against approved cloud services,
preventing data leaks to non-compliant apps and limit access to unauthorised services.
Fordway will:
•
•
•
•
•

Setup and manage alerts
Provide a monthly report on cloud app usage including MS risky application scoring
Customer alerting for all services once an approved list agreed
Monthly Report of all users who have cloud app integrations setup
Reporting on who has authorised access to your Office 365 tenant
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Microsoft Azure Sentinel analysis
Azure Sentinel is a scalable, cloud-native, security information event management (SIEM)
solution that enables security analytics across your IT landscape. Fordway will integrate Azure
Security Centre and Microsoft 365 Security Centre into the Sentinel service, enabling Fordway
to deliver a unified security management service that will further enhance the ability to provide
comprehensive alert detection, threat visibility, proactive hunting, and threat response.
The service includes:
• Data aggregation from Azure Security Centre and all associated Defender products reporting
into it, Defender for Cloud Apps, Defender for Endpoint, Defender for Identity and Defender for
Office 365
• Create default alerts determined by data sources collected
• Review of top 5 behavioural activities in week
• Deeper insight into alerts
• The ability to cross-reference information to build timeline of activity
Microsoft Log Analytics
All events for all monitored elements, including on premise equipment and other providers
which can forward events, plus Syslog servers from on premise environments and other cloud
services, are ingested into a customer specific Log Analytics workspace. Using the Kusto query
language customer specific queries and reports can be run, analysed and provided. All logs are
then processed and forwarded into Azure Sentinel and Microsoft Secure Score, with output
reviewed and shared with the client. Any recommended enhancement or remediation actions
are discussed, agreed and scheduled.
Fordway Cloud Security Management – Service Coverage Diagram
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Fordway’s Cloud Security Management service is a comprehensive set of tools controls and
reporting that cover all common IT environments. The service may be tailored to provide
additional hardware and services to provide additional protection such as network access
control or incorporate existing customer hardware and point solutions to provide a holistic
security package. Please speak to us to discuss your requirements in detail and let us design a
solution especially for you.
Microsoft’s Security Product Range
Microsoft have recently revamped their security applications, making serious enhancements,
meaning that if an organisation has a Microsoft business licence, there are tools included that
can provide comprehensive security and protection controls. The main ones being:
• Microsoft Sentinel – SIEM for analysis, alerting and dashboards
• Microsoft Log Analytics – event log consolidation, correlation, storage and reporting
• Microsoft 365 Defender – security for End Users, identities and applications
• Microsoft Defender for Azure – security for servers, storage and core infrastructure
• Microsoft Defender for Cloud – Security for Cloud applications and components

These products protect all major cloud and hybrid environments, including Azure, AWS &
Google Cloud. Defender XDR (eXtended Detection and Response) is designed to provide
integrated, intelligent and automated security to any location and is the new term Microsoft use
to cover both defender product sets.

©2022 Fordway Solutions. All rights reserved.
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The tools form core components of the overall Microsoft Cyber Security Reference Architecture,
shown below.

Microsoft Sentinel
Microsoft Sentinel is a SIEM (Security Information Event Management) and SOAR (Security
Orchestration Automated Response) solution that is cloud-native and scalable. It delivers threat
intelligence and security analytics across an organisation. It offers a single hub dedicated to proactive
hunting, threat response, alert detection, and threat visibility.
With the advanced SIEM SOAR features and capabilities, Microsoft Sentinel keeps every organisation
safe and secure against different cyber threats and attacks. It collects data at a cloud-scale from various
infrastructures, users, applications, and devices, both on-premises and multiple clouds.
In essence, Sentinel security solution allows you to:
• Respond: Sentinel enables you to react quickly but calmly through built-in automation responses and
processes.
• Investigate: Since Sentinel comes with AI capabilities, hunting and investigating suspicious activities
and identifying threats at scale is a lot easier.
• Detect: Azure Sentinel can recognize previously detected threats. It also minimizes any false positives
using Microsoft’s threat intelligence and analytics.
• Collect: With Azure Sentinel, collecting data at a cloud-scale across infrastructure, applications,
devices, and users, both on-premises and multiple clouds, is a straightforward process.

©2022 Fordway Solutions. All rights reserved.
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Microsoft 365 Defender
Microsoft 365 Defender is the new branding for all Microsoft security products. For end users and devices
the products include:
• Defender for Office 365 – Protects the Office suite, email and collaboration from zero-day, malware,
phishing. Other features include post-breach investigation, hunting and response, including automation
and simulation
• Defender for Cloud Apps – Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB), operating over multiple clouds.
Monitors, controls and provides sophisticated analytics and identification processes
• Defender for Endpoint – Endpoint threat and vulnerability management, with automated investigation
and remediation
• Defender for Identity (formerly Advanced Threat Protection) – investigate and remediate advanced
threats and malicious insider actions
Microsoft 365 Defender provides an integrated dashboard. Each Defender product has its
own specialisation:

©2022 Fordway Solutions. All rights reserved.
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Microsoft Defender for Cloud
Microsoft Defender for Cloud also has incorporated existing security capabilities (e.g. Azure Security
Centre, Azure Defender). It specifically targets security and threat protection within any cloud resources.
Be they Azure, hybrid or other cloud platforms.
Defender for cloud fills three critical security management requirements for clouds and hybrid solutions:
• Continually Assess – Uses Secure Score a single score to rate the entire security situation and
understand your current security posture
• Secure – Harden all connected resources and services. Recommendations for remediation are included,
with automated implementation
• Defend – Detect and resolve threats to resources and services. Alerts can be streamed by various
methods, including to Sentinel or other SIEM/SOAR solutions
Below are samples of the Defender for Cloud Dashboards:

Main Defender for Cloud Dashboard - Showing Security Posture:

Defender for Cloud – Recommendations

©2022 Fordway Solutions. All rights reserved.
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How Fordway’s Cloud Security Management assists
Fordway have detailed understanding of IT security founded on over 30 years of knowledge and experience
securing IT infrastructure. Fordway have a dedicated security team, who can provide independent and
validated security advice and application recommendations, for all business types. From simple commercial
requirements to complex governmental security for CIS and Cyber essentials plus. Fordway have a separate
Security Management Service wholly dedicated to the security journey of an organisation.
With our experience of working on multi-cloud, hybrid and on-premises security solutions, Fordway can ensure
that all aspects are fully covered, with security uniquely tailored to the nosiness needs.
Fordway have been working with Microsoft over the past 20 years, integrating and managing their products for
multiple organisations. Most businesses procure Microsoft licences primarily for the productivity applications,
without comprehending the full breadth of what is included. As well as being a technical company, Fordway
have 30 years of dealing with the business, strategy and process components. This ensures solutions are not
just the implementation of the latest products but deliver real business benefits.
Fordway can operate and manage the entire security requirement for any organisation, providing dashboards
and reports to show any issues and remediations. Fordway have the in-house skills to deliver exactly what the
business requires, removing this major headache from their own, limited IT skillset.
For all the security components above Fordway strategy, business and technical consultants will work with the
organisation to:
•

Review current security and protection capabilities

•

Understand the businesses security requirements

•

Recommend amendments, with business/cost justifications

•

Produce analysis listing additional tool implementation, with a sequence

•

Create policies and remediation methods, using automation

•

Migrate any systems or devices to use the new toolset

•

Baseline risks and policies, then manage against these agreed requirements

•

Provide operational, monitoring and integration as needed

©2022 Fordway Solutions. All rights reserved.
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Key Benefits
End to end organisation security – Use the
Fordway expertise and knowledge of providing
comprehensive, tailored security solutions, for other
clients, to enhance security and protection
Proactive Implementation – Fordway’s knowledge
can turn reactive, knee jerk reactions to security
breaches, into a proactive, automated, policy and
risk-based response that ensures all threats are dealt
with in a professional manner
Independent – Fordway will provide independent
feedback on the benefits and limitations of Security
platforms and align with other products if necessary.
Experienced Personnel – From business, project
management and technical viewpoint, Fordway have
multi-years of experience of real-world deployments
and operational requirements
Comprehensive Security Assessment – Fordway
will perform a detailed analysis against the existing
security measures and portfolio and where real
benefits can be gained

Collaboration – Fordway’s personnel will work
alongside your IT staff and any third parties
collaboratively, as each has skills necessary.
Detailed Knowledge of Security Management
Tools – Fordway have extensive knowledge of the
Defender and Sentinel tools, also how to integrate
them with other complimentary Microsoft products,
including Lighthouse, Monitor and Arc. These can
be configured to deliver the necessary statistics and
dashboard for each organisation.
Understand Legacy – Fordway know companies have
legacy systems with potential integrations that cannot
just be ignored
Clear Recommendations – Fordway will produce a set
of costed recommendations on how to get the best
security solution out of the licences held and how to
migrate any systems over.

Key Features of Fordway’s Approach
Fordway’s approach, is ultimately flexible but the generic steps taken for every engagement are:
•

Create and sign off Project Initiation Document

•

Review existing security and protection products

•

Design new security and compliance capabilities

•

Agree on optimisations

•

Install and configure

•

Migrate from any existing tools

•

Monitor and analyse new capabilities

•

Create dashboards and reporting

•

Operate and manage the environment

The duration and complexity involved in each of the high-level steps listed above, is dependent on the nature of
the engagement. If needed, full project controls and documentation will be supplied as part of the engagement
(Project Manager, RAID, Exception, Highlight logs/reports).
©2022 Fordway Solutions. All rights reserved.
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Service Terms
Service Initiation (on-boarding)
The service onboarding is a professional services engagement.
The following procedure will be used to commence the service:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Understand the work requirements
Sign Non-Disclosure Agreements
Provide a combination of Project Manager, consultants and
engineers relevant for the work profile
Review the customer requirements and determine the
contractual requirements
Agree the scope of the engagement with the customer and
provide a Project Initiation Document which will define the
engagement.
Schedule work
Commence engagement
Provide deliverables
Complete engagement

The customers Azure tenancy will be managed through
Fordway’s Azure Lighthouse/Azure Resource Manager
tenancy management framework for the duration of
the service.
Trial of Service
Not applicable to this service, although elements of the
transition will be tested and can be implemented as a
pilot. These requirements will be determined as part of
the Project Initiation Document.
Data Security
Fordway is Cyber Essentials Plus accredited. Customer
data is managed to ISO27001, 27017 and 27018 certified
procedures. All data is stored, processed and managed
in Azure. Where applicable Fordway will recommend,
implement and operate suitable Azure Backup and
Recovery procedures for the environment. Azure
costs for these will be charged to the customer’s
Azure accounts.

Suitable resources are likely to be required from the customer
and potentially third-party organisations to initiate the service,
working alongside Fordway staff. The actual roles and
responsibilities will be finalised and agreed in the Project
Initiation Document.

Training
Fordway will provide skill transfer where applicable and
documentation as part of the service onboarding. Formal
training and courses can be provided if required.

Termination Terms
Termination terms are per G-Cloud framework contract terms
and conditions.

Customer Responsibilities
Fordway will apply data access restrictions and
other information security policies as mandated by
the customer and required within Fordway’s own
organisational security controls. The customer is required
to provide the necessary resources and information to
allow Fordway to achieve the service deliverables as
agreed within the Project Initiation Document.

Service Levels
As the service is hosted and run from Microsoft Azure, the
service levels will be defined by the underlying Microsoft SLAs for
Azure, in line with the resilience configured in the environment
Service Management
Service Management is provided as part of the service.
Customers will have an assigned Service Delivery Manager,
access to Fordway’s Customer Portal for service incidents
and request management, plus monthly service reports and
scheduled service reviews. All service is delivered to ISO20000
and aligned to the ITIL best practice framework.
Financial Recompense
Fordway offers service credits if the Fordway provided elements
of the service do not consistently meet the SLA. Interruption
or failure of underlying Azure infrastructure is covered by
Microsoft’s Service Credits.
Service Connectivity
The Service is Internet based, the customer will need suitable
capacity and quality Internet connectivity to allow VPNs to be
created to access the Azure resources.

Change Management
All changes will be delivered through the Change
Management process defined and configured in
Fordway’s Customer Portal. The process and
toolset can interface with the customers Change
Management processes.
Data Migration
Where data migration is required, this can either be done
as a chargeable element of the service onboarding by
Fordway or undertaken by the customer as part of their
responsibilities.
Backup and Restore
Where Fordway have the responsibility for maintaining
and managing the customer backups, this will be
included in the service. Where the customer chooses to
manage their own backups, they will be accountable for
this function.
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About Fordway
Fordway offers over 30 years’ experience advising
and delivering strategic IT infrastructure and IT
service delivery change to complex enterprises.
Fordway’s consultancy helps inform your strategy
and review the options relevant for your organisation.
Our advice will be aligned to your business
requirements.
We can then assist with the ongoing migrations,
operational management and optimisation of the
resulting cloud service, based on best practice
defined by the ITIL service management framework.

Ordering
Fordway’s services can be ordered by contacting your Fordway account manager or other members of our team
on 01483 528200, emailing sales@fordway.com or using the contact form on www.fordway.com

Our Accreditations
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
ISO 27017
ISO 27018
ISO 20000
ISO 27001

Confidentiality Notice: This document is confidential and contains proprietary
information and intellectual property of Fordway Solutions Ltd. Neither this
document nor any of the information contained herein may be reproduced
Fordway Solutions Ltd,
Hambledon House,
Catteshall Lane,
Godalming, GU7 1JJ
01483 528 200, www.fordway.com

or disclosed under any circumstances without the express written permission
of Fordway Solutions Ltd. Please be aware that disclosure, copying,
distribution or use of this document and the information contained therein is
strictly prohibited.
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